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At-a-Glance
Clinic Descriptions
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Clinics with potential for cross curricular use are noted as such in the list below.

Purpose

Content Areas

Clinic 1. Objective
Versus Subjective

Clinic 1 is designed to help students differentiate between fact and opinion.
Opinion words (aka subjective terms) are not effective when writing fiction,
literary nonfiction, or science reports. Good writers use evidence to support
opinions. Preface to the writing of persuasive and informational text.

Language Arts,
Science, Social
Studies

Clinic 2. The List
Poem

Clinic 2 is designed to further help students differentiate between fact and
opinion. Students gather specifics and form a word list to describe a person,
place, or thing, prioritizing information gathered from sources. Demonstrates
the importance of evaluating and integrating pertinent details when
writing explanatory texts.

Science, Language
Arts, Social Studies

Clinic 3. The
Summary Poem

Clinic 3 is designed to help students master simple narrative structure, which
they use to summarize an event or a piece of text. Students then cull their own
writing, identifying the most important words. In doing so, students practice
determining a central idea and summarize their observations in a clear and
coherent summary.

Language Arts,
Social Studies,
Science

Clinic 4. The
Found Poem

Clinic 4 leads students to compose two poems, one based on a setting and one
based on a piece of text. In the first part, students gather details from a place. In
Part 2, students closely analyze a piece of text and identify the most important
words. Leads to a closer eye for detail and closer reading of text.

Language Arts,
Social Studies,
Science

Clinic 5. Feelings
Made Visual

Clinic 5 leads students to closely read and analyze the structure of a poem.
Students then convey what they have experienced, imagined, thought, and felt
in concrete terms that communicate meaning to their audience.

Language Arts,
Science

Clinic 6. Couplets
on the Brain

Clinic 6 helps students understand and explain how a series of stanzas
fits together, and furthers their understanding of a structure that uses
rhyming couplets. Students learn the power of couplets to communicate
information.

Language Arts,
Science, Math

Clinic 7 is designed in two parts. In Part 1, students follow a pattern to
compare and contrast events in their own lives that demonstrate change. In
Part 2, through research of multiple sources, students use the same pattern
to demonstrate their content learning and write an informational poem
evidencing change, comparing what was to what is.

Language Arts,
Science, Social
Studies

Clinic 8. The
Questioning
Poem

Clinic 8 leads students to look at subject matter, formulate questions, and then
collaborate in small groups, prioritizing their questions into a single piece of
text.

Language Arts,
Science, Social
Studies

Clinic 9. Refrain:
Come Again?

Clinic 9 leads students to determine two main ideas about a topic (or text)
and use those in a piece of writing that summarizes, utilizing a refrain.
Additionally, they discuss the text elements of repetition and refrain.

Science, Language
Arts, Social Studies
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Clinic 7. No
Longer the Same
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At-a-Glance Clinic Descriptions

Purpose

Content Areas

Clinic 10.
Personification

Clinic 10 helps students develop an understanding of figurative language
including personification, similes, synonyms, and antonyms. Students revise
their work by eliminating excess words. By personifying an emotion,
students use well-chosen details to create figurative meaning.

Language Arts,
Science

Clinic 11. Point
of View

Clinic 11 helps develop students’ understanding of voice as they write from a
point of view other than their own. Writing from the point of view of an object
or word, students will use multiple sources to research their poems and
employ figurative language to convey an idea.

Language Arts,
Math, Science,
Social Studies

Clinic 12. Word
Definition Poems

Clinic 12 leads students to consult reference materials (both print and digital) to
find pronunciation and to determine or clarify the precise meaning of a content
area vocabulary word. Writing a word definition poem will help them to develop
a nuanced understanding of the word, including synonyms and antonyms.

Language Arts,
Math, Science,
Social Studies

Clinic 13.
Weighting the
Evidence

Clinic 13 is designed in two parts. In Part 1, students prioritize observations
about a person, place, or thing while writing a text using percentages. In
Part 2, they write a poem using measurement terms. In both parts, students
determine the relative importance of information and details as they
effectively select them and organize their poem.

Language Arts,
Math, Science,
Social Studies
(economics)

Clinic 14. The
Prepositional
Phrase Poem

Clinic 14 first asks students to analyze the use of prepositional phrases and
how they are used in a piece of text to convey setting and motion. Through
this, they come to understand that a prepositional phrase modifies a noun or a
verb. Students demonstrate their understanding of prepositional phrases
through their writing.

Language Arts,
Social Studies,
Science, Math
(calculus)

Clinic 15. Simile
for Me

Clinic 15 provides students with a deeper understanding of figurative language
as they first analyze a poem and then compose a poem that describes
themselves using similes. As they incorporate similes into their writing,
students demonstrate their knowledge of figurative language.

Language Arts,
Social Studies

Clinic 16.
Metaphor Mentor
Text

Clinic 16 has two parts. Part 1 leads students to closer reading as they carefully
analyze a poem that incorporates metaphor; they then utilize that poem as
mentor text for their own composition. In Part 2, students describe one thing in
terms of another, beginning with a list of Topography terms. This strengthens
students’ understanding of the nuanced meanings of content area words.

Language Arts,
Social Studies,
Science
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Clinic 17 helps students find meaning in metaphors using the surrealistic parlor
game Exquisite Corpse. Students utilize parts of speech to create a random
sentence and ascribe meaning to it through thinking and writing. First, they
analyze and compare two pieces of writing using this method and then they
create a metaphorical comparison of their own.

Language Arts

Clinic 18. The
Extended
Metaphor

Clinic 18 helps students describe an event utilizing metaphor. This is the most
sophisticated of all of the clinics. Students use their knowledge of details,
sequencing, prioritizing, conventions, and figurative language to describe
a personal conflict utilizing an extended metaphor.

Language Arts

Clinic 19. Revision
Up Close

Clinic 19 provides a baker’s dozen (13) of editing tips that students may use
to revise their own work and to revise collaboratively with others. This is not
intended to be taught as one lesson, but rather to be reviewed one or two
tips at a time. You may wish to duplicate the handout so that students can
keep a copy for easy reference. Clinic reinforces language lessons by asking
students to focus on specific aspects of revision.

Language Arts,
Social Studies
(current and past
events)

Clinic 20.
Speaking Out

Clinic 20 provides tips for public speaking, which may be utilized throughout
all the clinics.

Language Arts,
Social Studies
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Clinic 17.
Exquisite
Metaphors
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Objective Versus
Subjective
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Making Sense of Opinions

WHY TEACH THIS?
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Good writers use objective evidence to support opinions. In this clinic students
will strengthen their abilities to recognize unsubstantiated opinions and correct
them in their own writing. This important life skill is essential as students create
persuasive arguments and detailed content area reports.
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Opinion words (aka subjective terms) are not effective in the writing of fiction,
literary nonfiction, poetry, and historical or scientific texts. Too often students will
write something such as “The sunset was gorgeous” or “The civil war was hard”
without including objective observations as to why this is so. This is why we also
refer to subjective terms as first draft words.

aw

Kids want to be heard. They want others to listen to their opinions and ideas.
In order for them to be heard and understood, they need to provide detailed,
objective reasoning for their observations. This clinic will help students make
their points, backed with irrefutable evidence.
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Additionally, this poetry writing exercise will help strengthen students’ critical
reading skills, enhancing their ability to recognize subjective and objective
observations in text written by others.
Michael: We will be referring back to this concept over and over again
throughout these clinics.

Sara: Understanding the difference between fact and opinion is basic to all kinds
of writing: scientific, fiction, nonfiction, and—most certainly—poetry.
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Clinic 1. Objective Versus Subjective

CCSS AND CORRESPONDING ANCHOR STANDARDS
• Demonstrate understanding of word relationships, and nuances in word
meanings.
[4.L.5] [5.L.5] [6.L.5] [7.L.5] [8.L.5]
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• Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development;
summarize the key supporting details and ideas.
[4.RIT.2] [5.RIT.2] [6.RIT.2] [7.RIT.2] [8.RIT.2]

[4.RIT.8] [5.RIT.8] [6.RIT.8] [7.RIT.8] [8.RIT.8]

uc

• Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, including
the validity of the reasoning as well as the relevance and the sufficiency of
the evidence.

Ed

• Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
determining technical, connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze
how specific word choices shape meaning or tone.
[4.RL.4] [5.RL.4] [6.RL.4] [7.RL.4] [8.RL.4]

ow

• Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of text.
[4.RL.6] [5.RL.6] [6.RL.6] [7.RL.6] [8.RL.6]

nl

• Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts
independently and proficiently.

ow

[4.RL.10] [5.RL.10] [6.RL.10] [7.RL.10] [8.RL.10]
• Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and formats,
including visually, quantitatively, and orally.

Br

[4.SL.2] [5.SL.2] [6.SL.2] [7.SL.2] [8.SL.2]
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• Write narrative to develop real or imagined experiences or events using
effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured sequences.
[4.W.3] [5.W.3] [6.W.3] [7.W.3] [8.W.3]

aw

• Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development,
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
[4.W.4] [5.W.4] [6.W.4] [7.W.4] [8.W.4]
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PRIOR TO THE LESSON
• Read through the entire lesson and review the slideshow to familiarize
yourself with the clinic.
• You may find that one of the bonus poems at the end of this clinic is better
suited to your class as an example text than the one embedded in the clinic.
This is your choice.
• Set up a separate surface (chart paper or white board) on which to compose
a poem that will be written collectively by you and your students.

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760014629 • CO4629
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High-Impact Writing Clinics

THE LESSON
Slide 1
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• Introduce the teaching poets by name (Sara and Michael), as they will
appear throughout this writing clinic.

Slides 2–3

• Read aloud or have a student read through the clinic goals.

uc

• Review the purpose of the lesson and then ask students to turn and talk
about why they think this may be important.

Ed

• Ask: Why is it important to support our opinions with facts? Why is this
important in school and in life?
• Ask: What is the difference between a fact and an opinion?

ow

• Ask to hear a couple student responses aloud.

Slide 4

nl

• This chat to start the lesson will allow you to gauge prior knowledge.

ow

• Everyone has opinions; they begin at birth. Children cry when they don’t
get the food or attention they want when they want it.

Br

• Prove your point by throwing out some controversial idea, such as school
uniforms, cell phones in class, or the name of a teen idol, and watch the
classroom explode with opinions.
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• Respond that while you hear their opinions, students must also provide
concrete details to substantiate these opinions in order to form an effective
argument.

Slide 5

• Ask kids what they think.
• Ask: What is this? (Hopefully at least one student will recognize this crude
drawing as a butterfly.)
• Ask: Is this a real butterfly? The answer is no. It is an image of a butterfly.
Slide 6
• Say something like: Some people would look at this image of a butterfly and
say that it is good. They have seen butterflies, they don’t bite, and they are pretty.
• Explain that their opinion would be that this image of a butterfly is GOOD.
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Clinic 1. Objective Versus Subjective

Slide 7
• Say something like: Other people would look at the image of the butterfly
and say, “Are you kidding me? This is the worst drawing of a butterfly I have
ever seen in my life!”

Slide 8

uc

• Say something like: If I see a word like good in a piece of student writing,
I always ask the writer, “Can you be more specific?” Likewise with the word
bad. It doesn’t help to just substitute other opinion words such as awful or
terrible.
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• Explain that their opinion would be that this image is BAD.

Ed

• You have probably told your students this repeatedly. It is okay to be an
I-told-you-so here. You may even have recent examples to cite.

ow

• Ask the students to brainstorm four or five more synonyms for the words
good and bad. Words might include fabulous, dreadful, wonderful, appalling,
outstanding, and atrocious.

nl

Slide 9

• Explain that words such as these are known as “subjective terms.”

ow

• Discuss the difference between the words subjective (opinions) and objective
(evidence).
A subjective term is an opinion.

¡

An objective term is a verifiable fact.

Br

¡

Slide 10
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• Ask: Can you think of a reason why we cannot simply rely on opinions
in our writing? Is this only true in poetry? Is it also true in other types of
writing? Discuss.
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• Ask: Why do you think that the poets call subjective terms first draft words?
(Because often on first drafts, we are working quickly, knowing we will have
the opportunity to clarify and revise later.)

Slide 11

• Ask students which of these descriptors for the puppy are subjective
(opinions) and which are objective (facts).
• Ask the students to brainstorm other subjective and objective descriptors
for the puppy.
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